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ABSTRACT A model membrane system composed of egg sphingomyelin (SM), 1,2-dioleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine
(DOPC), and cholesterol was studied with static andmagic angle spinning 31P NMR spectroscopy. This model membrane system
isof significant biological relevance since it is known to form lipid rafts. 31PNMRundermagic angle spinning conditions resolves the
SM and DOPC headgroup resonances allowing for extraction of the 31P NMR parameters for the individual lipid components. The
isotropic chemical shift, chemical shift anisotropy, and asymmetry parameter can be extracted from the spinning side band
manifold of the individual components that form liquid-ordered and liquid-disordered domains. The magnitude of the 31P chemical
shift anisotropy and the line width is used to determine headgroup mobility and monitor the gel-to-gel and gel-to-liquid crystalline
phase transitions of SM as a function of temperature in these mixtures. Spin-spin relaxation measurements are in agreement with
the line width results, reflecting mobility differences and some heterogeneities. It will be shown that the presence of DOPC and/or
cholesterol greatly impacts the headgroupmobility of SMboth above and below the liquid crystalline phase transition temperature,
whereas DOPC displays only minor variations in these lipid mixtures.

INTRODUCTION

The formation and detection of lipid rafts in biomembranes

have attracted much attention in recent years due to their

potential role in signal transduction, cholesterol shuttling,

and protein sorting (1–6). Lipid rafts are thought to be

involved in the trafficking and formation of proteins asso-

ciated with prion and Alzheimer’s diseases (7,8), and as

potential sites for toxin interactions and entryways for path-

ogens (9). For example, it has become widely accepted that

lipid rafts play a key role in how HIV-1 fuses to cell

membranes (10–12). Although their biological relevance and

importance are apparent, the way in which lipid rafts self

assemble and organize on a molecular to nanometer scale is

still far from understood.

Lipid rafts are liquid-ordered domains (lo) rich in saturated
lipids and cholesterol floating in a sea of liquid-disordered

(ld) phospholipids that are cholesterol-poor. The first evi-

dence for the existence of lipid rafts was the detection of

detergent-resistant membranes that were insoluble in Triton

X-100 (13). These insoluble phases were composed primar-

ily of sphingolipids and cholesterol. The raft phase is be-

lieved to be in a lo state, whereas the more fluid phase has a

high content of unsaturated phospholipids and exists in the

ld state. Although there have been various lipid raft sys-

tems studied, the two most common models appear to be the

1,2-dioleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine/1,2-dipalmitoyl-

sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine/cholesterol (DOPC/DPPC/Chol)
and 1,2-dioleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine/sphingomye-

lin/cholesterol (DOPC/SM/Chol) systems. Raft formation

has been observed experimentally in both of these model

membrane systems with various techniques, including fluo-

rescence microscopy (14–19), 2H NMR (17), pulsed field

gradient (PFG) NMR (20), electron spin resonance (21),

atomic force microscopy (22,23), x-ray diffraction (24), and

neutron scattering (25). Phase diagrams have been con-

structed for both DPPC (18) and SM (14,26) ternary systems

containing DOPC and Chol. Some of these phase diagrams

have led to a thermodynamic model involving condensed

complexes (27). In these systems, DPPC or SM forms the

raft phase by incorporating Chol that preferentially packs

with the saturated chains, whereas the unsaturated chains of

DOPC comprise the ‘‘disordered sea’’ in which the lipid rafts

are dispersed.

Static 31P NMR has been extensively used for decades to

study the structure and dynamics of multilamellar vesicles in

various phospholipid systems (28–30). These static NMR

experiments produce 31P powder patterns that result solely

from the chemical shift anisotropy (CSA) when 1H decou-

pling is applied. The 31P CSA is sensitive to both headgroup

geometry and local dynamics. The phospholipid headgroup

conformation can be extracted from the 31P CSA by ori-

enting the membrane with respect to the NMR external

magnetic field (31). Since the CSA interaction is also sen-

sitive to the headgroup dynamics, it has been successfully

implemented to determine the types of local motions occur-

ring in the gel (Lb), intermediate (Pb9), and liquid crystalline

phases (La) of phospholipid membranes (32–34). The

presence of cholesterol (35,36) and the degree of hydration

(37) can greatly impact the CSA and provide insight into the

interaction between the phospholipid and other select

constituents.

Static 31P NMR has been used to study a limited number

of raft-forming mixtures (38–41). This method often suffers
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due to a lack of resolution resulting from overlapping

powder patterns that make determination of the 31P CSA of

the individual lipid components difficult (40,41). In contrast,
31P magic angle spinning (MAS) NMR resolves resonances

from distinct headgroup environments and is being imple-

mented to a greater extent in the study of multi-component

lipid mixtures (42–49). Another advantage of MAS NMR is

that it requires significantly less sample compared to static

NMR methods. In this work, we chose to study the mixture

of DOPC/SM/Chol since the 31P NMR isotropic chemical

shifts of the SM and DOPC headgroups are resolvable under

moderate MAS conditions. This permits extraction of the 31P

CSA parameters (from the spinning sideband manifold), line

widths, and relaxation times of the individual lipid compo-

nents that form the lo and ld domains.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Materials

Egg SM, DOPC, and Chol were obtained from Avanti Polar Lipids

(Alabaster, AL) and used as received. The SM had the following acyl chain

composition: 84% 16:0, 6% 18:0, 2% 20:0, 4% 22:0, and 4% 24:0, and

contained no unsaturated acyl chains.

Sample preparation

Pure lipid samples were prepared by mixing the lipid with deionized water

(pH ¼ 7.5) in a conical vial with a vortex mixer. This was followed by a

minimum of five freeze-thaw cycles in dry ice and a warm water bath set to

333 K (above the liquid crystalline phase transition for DOPC and SM).

Buffer was not used in any of the lipid mixtures to prevent multilamellar

vesicle (MLV) fragmentation due to freeze-thaw cycling in the presence of

salt (50). Thus, the samples in this study are large MLVs .;1 mm in

diameter. Samples containing multiple lipid constituents were first combined

and dissolved in chloroform followed by vacuum drying overnight to

remove the solvent. The samples were then hydrated with the above

procedure. All lipid samples were 33 wt % phospholipid. The binary Chol-

containing samples were 33 mol % Chol to be consistent with the Chol

content of the raft-forming lipid mixture that was 1:1:1 mol %. The lipid

samples were transferred to 4 mm zirconia MAS rotors and sealed with kel-F

inserts and caps. The typical volume of MLV samples for NMR analysis was

50–100 mL, corresponding to 25–50 mg of phospholipid. The samples were

stored in a �20�C freezer when NMR experiments were not being

performed.

31P NMR spectroscopy

31P NMR spectra were collected on a Bruker (Karlsruhe, Germany) Avance

600 spectrometer equipped with a 4 mm broad band MAS probe under both

static and MAS conditions. The MAS speed was set to 2 kHz and controlled

to61 Hz in all MAS experiments. The temperature was varied between 296

and 320 K and controlled to60.2 K with a Bruker variable temperature unit.

Static spectra were obtained with a spin-echo sequence (p/2 � t � p),

where the p/2 pulse was 4.5 ms and the interpulse delay, t, was 20 ms. A

moderate 1H two pulse phase modulation decoupling field strength of 22.5

kHz was applied after the p/2 pulse through acquisition of the free induction

decay using a 15� phase shift (51). For the MAS experiments, a single pulse

Bloch decay without 1H decoupling was utilized. Spin-spin relaxation

measurements (T2) were performed under MAS conditions with a rotor

synchronized spin-echo. A recycle delay of 3 s was utilized in all

experiments. The isotropic chemical shift was set using the secondary

reference of solid NH4H2PO4 (d ¼ 10.8 ppm with respect to phosphoric

acid d ¼ 0 ppm). The extraction of the 31P CSA (Ds), asymmetry parameter

(h), full width at half-maximum (FWHM), and deconvolutions necessary for

T2 fitting were performed with the DMFIT software package (52). The

uncertainty in the FWHM ranged from 62 to 65 Hz, whereas the un-

certainty in the determined Ds is 6 0.2 ppm.

Due to the phosphorous headgroup rotational motion about the lipid

bilayer normal in MLVs, the chemical shielding tensor is averaged to an

effective tensor that is axially symmetric. The anisotropic part of this time-

averaged tensor has been defined by Seelig as

Ds ¼ sk � s? ¼ 3

2
ðsk � siÞ; (1)

where si is the isotropic chemical shift, sk is the low intensity shoulder

(sk ¼ s33), and s? is the high intensity shoulder (s? ¼ s11 ¼ s22) of the

axially symmetric powder pattern (29). This definition of Ds differs from

the formalism used in the DMFIT software package by a factor of 3/2 where

the anisotropy from DMFIT (Dd) is given by

Dd ¼ s33 � si (2)

and has been accounted for in the Ds reported here to remain consistent with

the earlier 31P work on phospholipid membranes (28,29,31,35,37). The

asymmetry parameter of the 31P shielding tensor is defined as

h ¼ ðs22 � s11Þ
ðs33 � siÞ ; (3)

where the principal components of the tensor are ordered in the following

manner: js33 � sij.js22 � sij.js11� sij. In the DMFIT program, the

minimization of the fitting error uses a quadratic distance between the

simulated and experimental spectra with an iterative constrained gradient

protocol involving the partial derivatives of all parameters in the line shape

model (52). For chemically shifted resolved components, the fits for both the

static and MAS spectra were relatively sensitive to variations in Ds, h, and

the line-width. The exception to this was the situation where an overlap of

two different SM line shapes were present, in which case the fits of the MAS

NMR spectra were poorly behaved. For these overlapping MAS simulations

the value of h was fixed to that obtained from the static spectra to improve

convergence.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Static 31P NMR characterization

The static 31P NMR spectra for SM, SM/Chol, DOPC,

DOPC/Chol, DOPC/SM, and DOPC/SM/Chol are displayed

in Fig. 1 at two different temperatures. In all these mixtures,

DOPC is above its liquid crystalline phase transition tem-

perature (Tm) of 255.7 K, and should exist in the La liquid

crystalline state (53). SM has a Tm of ;313 K and therefore

is in either the gel or liquid crystalline state, depending on the

observation temperature, 296 K or 318 K, respectively

(54,55). For SM in the gel phase (Fig. 1 A, 296 K), the 31P

powder pattern is composed of two components: one that is

axially asymmetric with Ds ¼ 56.1 ppm and h¼ 0.7, and an

axially symmetric pattern with Ds ¼ 54.0 ppm and h ¼ 0.0.

This result is consistent with previous static 31P NMR results

on SM in the gel phase where both an axially symmetric

component and an asymmetric component were required to

fit the 31P powder pattern (56). When the temperature is
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FIGURE 1 Static 31P NMR spectra of (A) SM, (B) SM/Chol (33 mol%), (C) DOPC, (D) DOPC/Chol (33 mol%), (E) DOPC/SM, and (F) DOPC/SM/Chol.

Spectra collected at temperatures below (296 K) and above (318 K) the Tm (;313 K) of SM are shown. The fits with the extracted CSA parameters are also

displayed in the figure.
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raised above the La phase transition (Fig. 1 A, 318 K), the

static 31P NMR spectrum of SM collapses to a single, axially

symmetric component (h ¼ 0) with Ds ¼ 45.2 ppm. This

Ds is slightly larger than that recently reported for oriented

egg SM (34) and close to the value of 45.8 ppm reported by

Shaikh et al. on unoriented SM (38). This dynamically

averaged 31P powder pattern results from axial rotation of the

phosphodiester moiety about the bilayer normal, bond li-

brations, and overall lipid fluctuations and rotations (33,57).

The substantially smaller CSA of the La state compared to

the Lb state is attributed to the considerable decrease in the

correlation times of these headgroup motions by greater than

one to two orders of magnitude (33).

The binary SM/Chol sample (Fig. 1 B) displays an axially

symmetric powder pattern (h ¼ 0) both above and below the

La phase transition (;313 K), with a Ds ; 44 ppm. This

axially symmetric CSA is similar to pure SM in the La state,
but the presence of Chol has reduced Ds by ;3%. Similar

results were observed for bovine brain SM bilayers contain-

ing cholesterol, where an axially symmetric powder pattern

was observed below the La phase transition of SM down to

0�C (36). This reduction in Ds at 296 K (below Tm) pre-
sumably occurs due to a partitioning of cholesterol between

the SM lipid molecules in the bilayer that disrupts the

packing of the saturated chains and permits headgroup

rotation similar to that occurring in the La phase of pure SM.

The effect of Chol incorporation on phospholipid bilayers

has been previously monitored with static 2H and 31P NMR,

where the dynamic averaging of the hydrocarbon chain and

headgroup regions of the lipid was monitored with the two

techniques, respectively (35). 2H NMR detected an increase

in the ordering of the hydrocarbon chain above Tm with the

incorporation of Chol, whereas 31P NMR revealed a decrease

in the ordering of the headgroup moiety below Tm when

Chol is incorporated in the bilayer.

The DOPC (Fig. 1 C) and DOPC/Chol (Fig. 1 D) samples

yield similar axially symmetric (h ¼ 0) powder patterns at

both temperatures since both are above the Tm of DOPC

(255.7 K). The Chol-containing sample reveals a CSA ;2

ppm smaller at 296 K and ;1 ppm smaller at 318 K com-

pared to pure DOPC. This change in 31P CSA is consistent

with previous studies on DOPC bilayers containing choles-

terol where an ;2 ppm decrease in CSA was also observed

(58). This result shows that although small, Chol has a

detectable effect on the 31P CSA of DOPC in the La state.

Similar observations have been reported for the 31P CSA of

DPPC and 1,2-dipalmitoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphoethanola-
mine in the La phase, where an ;2–3 ppm decrease was

observed for 1:1 mixtures with cholesterol (35,59). This

small decrease in headgroup ordering in DOPC with incor-

poration of Chol occurs in conjunction with an increased

degree of chain ordering as revealed by 2H NMR (22).

The binary DOPC/SM mixture (Fig. 1 E) exhibits a single
axially symmetric pattern with a CSA comparable to the pure

DOPC sample or the SM/Chol mixture. There is no evidence

of overlapping powder patterns as seen in the pure SM (Fig.

1 A) sample. This result shows that DOPC has a similar

influence on the dynamics of the headgroup region of SM as

cholesterol does; increasing the headgroup dynamics that

occur below Tm. This experimental observation provides

strong evidence that SM and DOPC are completely miscible

in this mixture, displaying no sign of phase separation.

The ternary raft-forming phase DOPC/SM/Chol (Fig. 1 F)
results in a slightly asymmetric powder pattern with Ds ¼
;43 ppm and h ¼ 0.1 above and below the La phase

transition of SM.

The asymmetric shape (h 6¼ 0) of the raft-forming mixture

DOPC/SM/Chol could provide some evidence for over-

lapping axially symmetric CSA powder patterns. Previous

static 31P NMR on related POPE/SM/Chol mixtures gave

results that were similar, although much clearer shoulders

were observed in that study permitting the extraction of the

individual CSA parameters for POPE and SM from spectral

simulation of the static 31P NMR line shape (38). Although

DOPC and SM have indistinguishable CSA powder patterns

in the ternary phase (Fig. 1 F), the isotropic chemical shift

can be resolved under one-dimensional MAS conditions, and

was pursued to extract the 31P CSA parameters of the indi-

vidual components (discussed in the next section).

In a previous static 31P NMR study on DOPC/SM/Chol, a

splitting of the powder pattern was observed that was attrib-

uted to potential phase separation as the Chol content was

increased to a value of 30 mol % (39). This splitting of the
31P powder pattern was not observed here; however, the

asymmetric shape could indicate the presence of two over-

lapping patterns. It is also important to note that no isotropic

components (d ; 0) were observed in any of the static 31P

NMR spectra shown in Fig. 1. This indicates that stable

bilayers (. 500 nm) were formed in all of these samples with

no spherical micelle structures or regions of high bilayer

curvature leading to isotropic averaging of the 31P CSA

tensor.

31P MAS NMR characterization of binary systems

The 31P MAS NMR spectra were also collected on the six

lipid mixtures and are presented in Fig. 2. The spinning

sideband manifold for pure SM was fit with a symmetric (Ds
¼ 49.4 ppm, h ¼ 0.0) and an asymmetric (Ds ¼ 56.8 ppm,

h ¼ 0.7) component to maintain consistency with the static

model below Tm (Fig. 2 A, 296 K). The line widths (FWHM

¼ 700, 250 Hz) are broad compared to the MAS spectra of

the other lipid mixtures and the two components extracted

from the static 31P NMR spectrum are not as apparent. As

noted in the Materials and Methods section, these overlap-

ping MAS simulations are poorly constrained and required

fixing of the h-values from those obtained from the static

NMR spectra. It is also possible to fit the pure SM (below

Tm) with a single spectra component, but the error was

slightly larger than that obtained with the overlapping two
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FIGURE 2 31P MAS NMR spectra of (A) SM, (B) SM/Chol (33 mol%), (C) DOPC, (D) DOPC/Chol (33 mol%), (E) DOPC/SM, and (F) DOPC/SM/Chol.

Spectra collected at temperatures below (296 K) and above (318 K) the Tm of SM are shown. The fits with the extracted CSA parameters are also displayed

in the figure. The parameters extracted for SM are indicated first for samples containing both SM and DOPC.
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component simulation. This result shows an example in

which it can often be advantageous to run both static and

MAS NMR to detect multiple phases in heterogeneous lipids

like SM. Above Tm (Fig. 2 A, 318 K), the 31P MAS NMR

spectrum shows an axially symmetric powder pattern with a

dramatically decreased CSA (Ds ¼ 43.2 ppm) and line

width (FWHM ¼ 51 Hz) compared to the gel phase. This is

in agreement with the static observations of unoriented and

oriented samples and consistent with SM being in the La
state (34).

The 31P MAS spectrum of the SM/Chol sample (Fig. 2 B,
296 K) displayed a significant decrease in Ds compared to

the pure SM sample below Tm (Fig. 2 A, 296 K) similar to the

static results. For this mixture, the MAS line width (FWHM

¼ 270 Hz) is much broader than the line width (FWHM¼ 51

Hz) for the pure SM sample in the La phase (Fig. 2 A, 318 K).
This shows that although the magnitude of the CSA de-

creases for the SM/Chol mixture (below Tm) to a value com-

parable to that observed in the pure SM La state, the SM

headgroup dynamics in the Chol-containing sample are not

identical to the La phase of pure SM. Above Tm, the SM/

Chol sample does display a line width (FWHM ¼ 51 Hz)

comparable to the La phase of pure SM. This change in line

width when the temperature is increased from 296 K to 318

K provides strong evidence that the SM/Chol sample does

undergo some form of phase transition involving a decrease

in molecular correlation times that is more easily discernable

as a change in the MAS line width than a change in 31P CSA

(discussed further below).

The 31P MAS NMR spectra of the DOPC (Fig. 2 C) and
DOPC/Chol (Fig. 2D) samples display very similar behavior

compared to the static spectra at 296 K and 318 K. Axially

symmetric spinning sideband patterns are observed with

slightly smaller CSAs (;1 ppm) for the Chol-containing sam-

ples at both temperatures. The line widths are very similar for

measurements made on both samples at both temperatures

(FWHM � 40 Hz). This is consistent with DOPC being in

the La phase in all four experiments. It should be noted that

for measurements on SM and DOPC in the presence of Chol

and without, the magnitude of the CSA extracted from the

MAS spectra are slightly smaller than those observed under

static conditions. The reason static spectra yield slightly

larger CSAs compared to the MAS spectra is not clear; how-

ever, one possibility for the discrepancy could be due to

partial alignment of the lipid bilayers in the high NMR

magnetic field. Lipid molecules have a negative anisotropic

magnetic susceptibility, and thus have a tendency to align

with their long axis perpendicular to the magnetic field. This

results in the MLV having an ellipsoidal shape that skews the

resulting 31P powder pattern (60). The fits of the static 31P

spectra obtained in this study assume a random distribution

of orientations. This assumption could be a possible source

of error. Under MAS conditions, the orientational ordering is

dramatically reduced (61). Therefore, the CSAs extracted

from MAS spectra are presumably more accurate than the

ones extracted from the static spectra. Further, it has been

theoretically shown that MAS spectra give more reliable re-

sults than static spectra when extracting the magnitude of the

CSA (62). When comparing static-to-static spectra and MAS-

to-MAS spectra, the variations observed for the different sam-

ples are consistent.

31P MAS NMR characterization of ternary mixtures

The 31P MAS NMR spectra for the DOPC/SM and DOPC/

SM/Chol samples are shown in Fig. 2, E and F, respectively.
The 31P MAS NMR spectrum of the DOPC/SM sample

resolves the isotropic chemical shift of DOPC and SM that

are �1.0 and�0.4 ppm. In contrast to the glycerol backbone

in DOPC, the SM lipid possesses a sphingosine backbone

allowing for intermolecular hydrogen bonding between the

C3 hydroxyl group and the amide hydrogen, plus intramo-

lecular hydrogen bonding between the hydroxyl group and

the phosphoryl oxygen of the headgroup. Molecular dynam-

ics simulations (63,64) and 31P liquid-state NMR (65) results

favor the later intramolecular hydrogen bonding pair, although

a finite possibility also exists for intramolecular hydrogen

bonding between the phosphoryl oxygen and the amide

hydrogen, according to one of the molecular dynamics

studies (64). This 0.6 ppm decrease in the 31P chemical shift

in comparing DOPC and SM has been attributed to the

presence of these hydrogen bonding motifs within SM that

do not exist in phosphatidylcholines (66). The presence of

these different hydrogen bonding arrangements may result in

differences in the headgroup interaction with water between

the two lipids. An expansion of the isotropic chemical shift

range is shown in Fig. 3, where the resonance lines of the

pure components can be compared with the mixtures. The

isotropic 31P chemical shifts for the individual lipid head-

groups in the DOPC/SM mixture were identical to the pure

lipid chemical shifts and did not vary as a function of tem-

perature or with addition of cholesterol (33 mol %), arguing

that if hydrogen bonding is responsible for the decrease in

the 31P chemical shift of SM, the hydrogen bonding motif

does not appear to vary for the different mixtures and tem-

peratures investigated.

Variation of 31P CSA for mixtures

It is interesting to compare the magnitude of the CSA ex-

tracted from the 31P MAS spectra of DOPC/SM and DOPC/

SM/Chol to those of the pure lipid mixtures. In the DOPC/

SM mixture at 296 K (below the Tm of SM), the CSA of

DOPC is ;2 ppm larger (;5%) than the CSA observed in

pure DOPC, whereas the CSA of SM is ;10 ppm smaller

(;18%) than the CSA observed for pure SM (Fig. 2). For the

DOPC/SM mixture, the DOPC resonance also displays ;2

ppm decrease in CSA at 318 K compared to the measure-

ment at 296 K; however, the value of the DOPC 31P CSA is

;1 ppm larger than that observed for pure DOPC at 318 K.
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These results, along with the continued observation of the

SM gel-to-La phase transition with temperature (see discus-

sion below on SM 31P CSA temperature variation) demon-

strates that the SM is still in the ordered gel phase at 296 K. It

is known that for phospholipids with different Tm that either

the mixture can remain uniform or cooperative phase sep-

aration can occur, with a coexisting gel and La phases. If a

phase separation did occur, there are limits to the lipid com-

position of the coexisting phases. In one limiting case, the gel

phase can be assumed to be composed entirely of SM, which

would predict a Ds ; 55 ppm (pure SM at 296 K), sig-

nificantly larger than observed experimentally. This would

also predict the La phase to be composed entirely of DOPC,

giving rise to Ds ; 42 ppm, which is smaller than the Ds ;
45.4 ppm observed experimentally. Based on the observed

headgroup dynamics, this type of pure phase separation does

not appear to occur. Intermediate to this limit is a gel phase

enriched in SM with a minor concentration of DOPC, along

with a minor concentration of SM in the DOPC rich La
phase. There is no evidence of two SM phases (or two DOPC

phases) coexisting in the current 31P NMR experiments, but

it would be difficult to resolve overlapped SM (or DOPC)

phases with small differences in Ds. In addition, it may also

be possible for the coexisting gel and La phases to be in rapid
exchange, giving rise to an averaged Ds (see discussion

below on time and length scales). To distinguish these

possibilities using 31P NMR will be difficult and will require

careful studies of these mixtures as a function of relative

concentration. For this study, we will report the single pa-

rameter or averaged Ds values assuming these lipid mixtures

are homogeneous. Under this assumption, these results

illustrate a cooperative effect among lipid constituents. The

presence of DOPC greatly increases the SM headgroup

mobility and subsequent motional averaging of the SM 31P

CSA tensor. These experiments also reveal that the 31P CSA

of DOPC does not remain unchanged with the incorporation

of SM, but increases slightly, consistent with a decrease in

DOPC headgroup motions, although the impact of DOPC on

SM appears to be larger than the SM impact on DOPC.

These observations are in agreement with the static 31P ex-

periments; however, the 31P MAS NMR results are unique in

that they yield an exact measure of the variation in the 31P

CSA for the two individual components.

A similar argument can be made for the DOPC/SM/Chol

mixture where the 31P CSA of SM is ;5 ppm smaller than

the binary DOPC/SM sample at both 296 K and 318 K.

Similarly, the 31P CSA of DOPC in the DOPC/SM/Chol

mixture is ;3 ppm smaller than the binary mixture. In this

case, a pure phase-separated gel phase SM/Chol composition

would predict a Ds ; 43.2 ppm at 296 K for SM, whereas

experimentally it is ;42.0 ppm. The corresponding pure

DOPC La would predict a Ds ; 43.2 ppm, whereas again a

smaller value of 42 ppm was observed. Again in these 31P

MAS NMR studies, there is no evidence of this type of phase

separation, but additional experiments would be required to

fully unravel this. Assuming a homogeneous mixture, these

experiments show that the presence of Chol increases the

headgroup motion of both lipids, although the impact of

Chol on the SM headgroup is larger. The fact that the SM 31P

CSA is smaller in the DOPC/SM/Chol mixture both above

and below Tm compared to the SM/Chol (33% Chol) binary

mixture could indicate a higher relative amount (.33%) of

Chol present in the SM domain of the ternary mixture.

However, considering the large effect DOPC has on the

headgroup of SM (Fig. 2 E), the cooperative effect of DOPC
and Chol presence cannot be ruled out as the cause of the SM
31P CSA reduction in the ternary mixture. Further work is in

progress where the Chol concentration is varied to distin-

guish these cooperative lipid effects and the sole impact of

Chol, and will be presented elsewhere. These results also

show that if phase separation occurs into cholesterol-rich SM

domains below Tm, that there must still be some Chol present

and interacting with the DOPC component, since it too

displays a decrease in 31P CSA to a value comparable to that

observed in the DOPC/Chol binary mixture. This is in

agreement with previous 2H NMR and atomic force micros-

copy results that indicate there is cholesterol present in the

DOPC ld domains (22,23) as well as more recent PFG studies

FIGURE 3 Isotropic chemical shift re-

gion of 31P MAS NMR spectra of (A)

DOPC/SM/Chol, (B) DOPC/SM, (C)

DOPC, and (D) SM. Spectra collected

below (296 K) and above (318 K) the Tm
of SM are shown.
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on the DOPC/SM/Chol mixture, which show that there is

preferential enrichment of Chol and SM in the lo domains,

but with lateral diffusion rates between those of pure ternary

DOPC/Chol and SM/Chol mixtures (20). Again, note that

the resolution of the individual headgroup resonances af-

forded by 31P MAS NMR allows these subtle variations in

the lipid headgroup dynamics to be directly measured.

Variation of 31P line width for mixtures

The line widths of the 31P isotropic resonances are different

for the mixtures and pure lipid samples, and change as a

function of temperature, particularly for SM. The 31P line

width of SM below its Tm is much narrower (FWHM ¼ 102

Hz) in the mixture with DOPC (Fig. 3 B, 296 K) than in the

pure SM sample where the FWHM¼ 250 and 700 Hz (Fig. 3

D, 296 K). However, above the Tm of SM, the 31P line widths

(FWHM¼ 58 Hz) are comparable in the DOPC/SMmixture.

In the DOPC/SM/Chol sample below Tm, the line widths of
the different lipid resonances are not identical, where the

FWHM ¼ 71 Hz for SM and 53 Hz for DOPC. Above Tm,
comparable 31P line widths are observed with the FWHM ¼
58 Hz for both lipid headgroups. These results show that SM

undergoes a liquid crystalline phase transition, and the

difference in line width between SM and DOPC below the

SM Tm indicates a lower degree of mobility and/or an in-

creased heterogeneity of headgroup environments for SMcom-

pared to DOPC. Additional discussion about this change is

presented in the T2 section below. This variation in the 31P

line width is consistent with prior interpretations regarding

ternary mixtures of saturated lipids, unsaturated lipids, and

cholesterol that form coexisting liquid phases below Tm. The
saturated lipid is in a lo state, whereas the unsaturated lipid is
in a liquid crystalline ld state (14,16,18,19). This separation
into lo and ld phases presumably results in slight differences

in mobility that are borne out in the line width. Above Tm,
both DOPC and SM have comparable line widths, and

therefore both appear to exist in a liquid crystalline ld state.

Variation of the SM 31P CSA with temperature

Although variations in the 31P CSA have been noted above

for changes in the lipid composition, it is also instructive to

take a detailed look at the variation in the SM 31P CSA as a

function of temperature. The CSA of SM extracted from the
31P MAS spectra as a function of temperature for the

different lipid mixtures is displayed in Fig. 4. For pure SM,

the 31P CSA decreases as the temperature increases and dis-

plays two transitions: a small one at 306 K that is attributed

to a gel-gel transition and a major one at 314 K that is

attributed to the gel-liquid crystalline phase transition. This

is in excellent agreement with previous static 31P NMR

results that report a gel-gel transition at 306 K and the for-

mation of an almost exclusively La bilayer at 314 K for SM

(56). For the pure SM, there is also a small reduction in the

31P CSA observed at 300 K, along with a gradual decrease in

the CSA approaching the La phase transition. This gradual

decrease is not surprising, considering that naturally occur-

ring SM is heterogeneous, having different acyl chain lengths

producing complex phase behavior where multiple different

gel phases have been proposed (56,67), and a very broad

asymmetric La phase transition is observed by differential

scanning calorimetry (DSC) (68,69). For the other lipid

mixtures (Fig. 4), changes in the 31P CSA at the phase tran-

sitions are much less apparent, although some minor vari-

ations are observed. The relative decrease in the SM 31P CSA

occurs in the following order: SM. SM/DOPC. SM/Chol

. DOPC/SM/Chol. From these trends, cholesterol has a

larger impact than DOPC on the reduction of the SM 31P

CSA (and correspondingly the increased headgroup dynam-

ics). Also note that DOPC and Chol have the largest

combined effect on SM where the smallest 31P CSA was ob-

served for the ternary DOPC/SM/Chol mixture, again sug-

gesting cooperative lipid effects in these mixtures. The 31P

CSA variations for DOPC in these mixtures as a function of

temperature are very minor, reflecting that DOPC is in the

La phase for the entire temperature range investigated.

Line width variation for SM with temperature

Since the 31P MAS NMR line width (FWHM) of SM varies

greatly in the different mixtures, it was also monitored as a

function of temperature as shown in Fig. 5. For pure SM, the

FWHM increases as the temperature is increased and the La
phase transition is approached (;314 K). Above this transi-

tion, a drastic order of magnitude decrease in the 31P FWHM

is observed. The increase in 31P FWHM before the La tran-

sition was initially surprising because the 31P CSA decreases

across this range, indicating an increase in motional aver-

aging, yet a broadening of the 31P resonance could be an

FIGURE 4 Magnitude of 31P CSA (Ds) extracted from fitting the MAS

spinning sideband manifold for SM component as a function of temperature

in lipid bilayer mixtures: (d) SM, (1) DOPC/SM, (*) SM/Chol, and (:)

DOPC/SM/Chol.
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indication of a change in motional correlation time. This

increased line broadening might also be attributed to het-

erogeneities in the SM sample, resulting in a distribution

of chemical shifts commonly observed in NMR spectra of

disordered and/or heterogeneous systems. Contributions of

the chemical shift distribution to the line width were esti-

mated by measuring the 31P MAS T2 relaxation time, which

is found to correlate well with the line width observations

(see below). Therefore, it appears that for pure SM there is a

restriction in some motional process before the main La
transition. Similar observations have been made in DPPC

(69) and 1,2-dimyristoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine (DMPC)

(33), where the formation of a rippled phase, Pb9, occurs

before the main transition. It has been shown by 14N MAS

NMR (70) and 31P NMR (33) that some of the motional

dynamics, particularly in the headgroup region, are slower in

the Pb9 rippled phase than in the Lb9 gel phase or La liquid

crystalline phase. This difference in dynamics has been

detected as a broadening of the line width in the 14N MAS

NMR of DPPC and a decrease in 31P T2 relaxation time of

DMPC in the Pb9 phase. This Pb9 rippled phase is usually

detected as a distinct pretransition that occurs before the

main La phase transition of saturated chain phosphatidyl-

cholines like DPPC and DMPC using DSC. This distinct

pretransition is not observed in the DSC of SM (68,69);

however, some reports do indicate the existence of a rippled

morphology in naturally occurring SM (69,71). The 31P MAS

NMR line width results presented here for pure SM further

support the existence of a dynamically restricted, presumably

Pb9 rippled phase in egg SM.

The 31P FWHM of SM or DOPC in the other lipid

mixtures (DOPC, DOPC/Chol, DOPC/SM, SM/Chol) do not

show any indication of a similar dynamically restricted envi-

ronment across the temperature range studied. The SM 31P

line width does decrease as the La phase transition is ap-

proached in the other mixtures, but it is not nearly as sharp as

the transition observed for pure SM. These observations are

consistent with reports on phosphatidylcholine/Chol mix-

tures that indicate a disappearance of the rippled phase pre-

transition in the presence of cholesterol for concentrations

greater than 20% (72–75).

Variation of 31P MAS NMR T2 with temperature

To confirm that the trends observed in the 31P FWHM were

due to mobility variations and not chemical shift heteroge-

neities, the 31P NMR T2 relaxation times were measured

across the same temperature range. The 31P T2 of pure SM

and SM/Chol is shown in Fig. 6 A as a function of tem-

perature. For the pure SM sample, the results are very

similar to the 31P FWHM results depicted in Fig. 4. The T2
shows a decrease before the liquid crystalline phase transi-

tion that correlates well with the observed increase in the

FWHM, followed by a large increase as the La phase

transition is reached, and finally a leveling off as the

transition is surpassed. The 31P T2 value for pure SM below

La predicts a line width;4 times narrower than the observed

value. Therefore, it appears that below La, some of the SM
31P line width contributions can be attributed to chemical

shift distributions as a result of the heterogeneous nature of

egg SM, and is in agreement with the multicomponent static
31P powder pattern observed in Fig. 1 A (296 K). The de-

crease in 31P T2 observed before the La transition correlates

well with the increase in the 31P FWHM, arguing that this

observed variation is the result of a decrease in headgroup

dynamics. The decrease in the 31P T2 is again consistent with
formation of a motionally restricted phase (similar to the

rippled phase) before the La transition. In the SM/Chol

mixture, the 31P T2 gradually increases until the La phase

transition is reached, displaying no sign of this motionally

restricted headgroup dynamic. Again, this is consistent with

the previously observed elimination of the pretransition and

rippled phase in DPPC mixtures with similar amounts of

cholesterol (72–75). The phase transition of the SM/Chol

mixture is significantly broader than the pure SM sample

consistent with DSC results (76).

The 31P T2 as a function of temperature for SM in the

DOPC/SM and DOPC/SM/Chol mixtures are displayed in

Fig. 6 B. For DOPC/SM, the SM T2 increases with a step at

306 K and the main La phase transition (314 K). The initial
31P T2 value is comparable to that observed in pure SM in the

gel state, which suggests that SM in the DOPC/SM mixture

is in a solid-ordered gel state below Tm. The slight dip in T2
at 306 K could provide some evidence that there is a small

gel-gel transition that is still observed similar to pure SM. In

the raft-forming DOPC/SM/Chol lipid mixture, the 31P T2 of
SM gradually increases toward the La phase transition and

then levels off above 314 K. These trends are consistent with

SM in the DOPC/SM/Chol mixture, being in a lo state below
Tm (T2 between 9 and 10 ms), where the dynamics are not as

slow as in the solid-ordered gel state that is observed for SM

FIGURE 5 31P MAS NMR FWHM for SM resonance as a function of

temperature in lipid bilayer mixtures: (d) SM, (*) DOPC/SM, (1) SM/Chol,

and (:) DOPC/SM/Chol.
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in DOPC/SM (T2 ¼ ;2 ms) and still undergoes a broad

phase transition to a ld liquid crystalline state (T2 between 11
and 13 ms). This transition is extremely broad, but observ-

able by monitoring subtle variations in dynamics from T2
measurements and the line width. The 31P T2 of DOPC

remains relatively consistent across the temperature range in

all the lipid mixtures studied with a value between 14.5 and

16.5 ms.

It is interesting to note the contributions from heteronu-

clear dipolar coupling to the 31P line broadening observed for

SM in these lipid mixtures. The 31P MAS NMR spectra

presented in this report were collected without 1H decou-

pling. For pure SM (below Tm), the inclusion of 1H de-

coupling narrows the line width from ;400 to ;200 Hz,

demonstrating that residual 1H-31P dipolar coupling is still

present under MAS at 2 kHz. Above Tm, there is no change

in the 31P MAS line widths with the incorporation of 1H

decoupling, demonstrating that in the La phase, any residual
1H-31P dipolar coupling is completely averaged by the

combination of phospholipid headgroup motion and MAS.

By obtaining 31P MAS spectra without 1H decoupling, subtle

differences in headgroup dynamics could be distinguished

by changes in the 31P line width and T2 due to the presence of
the residual heteronuclear dipolar coupling. These small var-

iations in headgroup dynamics were not readily determined

from 31P CSA variations.

Limits on time and length scales

The observation of powder patterns and spinning sidebands

in the 31P NMR spectra provides a way to determine limits

for motional timescales and domain sizes. The CSA is the

dominant nuclear interaction for 31P, and scales linearly with

magnetic field strength. For a 14.1 T magnetic field, the

observed residual 31P anisotropy of Ds ; 42 ppm, cor-

responds to a;10 kHz interaction. As noted above, the lack

of an observable isotropic resonance in the static spectra of

any of the lipid mixtures investigated in this study demon-

strates that there are no large-scale motions on a timescale

,100 ms. In some systems, such rapid motions may exist for

high curvature regions or isotropic phases, giving rise to a

motionally averaged isotropic resonance; but that is not

observed for the current DOPC/SM/Chol systems. The ob-

servation of typical, nondistorted 31P CSA powder patterns

and spinning sidebands patterns also provides a limit on the

size of the MLV. It has been previously demonstrated that

rapid lateral diffusion of the lipid along the curvature of the

liposome results in a change of the lipid normal orientation

with respect to the magnetic field and can give rise to

averaging or exchange of different frequencies within the 31P

CSA pattern. This liposome radius (R) is related to the

effective lipid lateral diffusion (tD) by R ¼ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

6DLtD
p

, where

DL is the lateral diffusion coefficient. Recent PFG 1H NMR

measurements of DL in the DOPC/SM/CHOL raft-forming

mixture have measured DL to range between 1 and 10 3
10�12 m2/s, depending on the temperature, cholesterol con-

tent, phase (lo versus ld), and the lipid measured (77). For this

range of diffusion constants, the lack of a distorted CSA line

shape limits the curvature to R � 50 nm. This is consistent

with 31P two-dimensional exchange experiments that have

measured the radii in pure lipid MLV between 300 and 1000

nm (78,79).

For the DOPC/SM and the raft-forming DOPC/SM/Chol

mixture below Tm, the lack of discernable different CSA

patterns overlapping for SM (or DOPC) would suggest that

SM is predominantly incorporated in the lo phase, with no

or a very low concentration in the ld (La) phase that is

predominantly DOPC (see additional discussion above in

section on variation of 31P CSA for mixtures). The other

possibility is that the 31P CSA observed is a weighted av-

erage due to rapid exchange of the lipids between the lo and
ld phase on the timescale of hundreds of microseconds

(assuming a ;10 ppm difference in the CSA between lo and
ld phases). This averaging would require very small domain

FIGURE 6 31P MAS NMR T2 relaxation times measured for SM

resonance with rotor synchronized spin-echo on MAS spectra as a function

of temperature in lipid mixtures: (A) (n) SM and (h) SM/Chol, and (B) (s)

DOPC/SM and (d) DOPC/SM/Chol.
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sizes on the order of tens of nanometers. Interestingly, recent

PFG NMR studies on this ternary lipid mixture found that

the exchange between the phases was slow on the PFG

timescale of 50–250 ms. Obviously, additional studies will

be required to unravel this information.

The final timescale limit involves the variation of line

width in SM as a function of temperature (Fig. 5). Based on

the differences between the line width with and without 1H

decoupling, there is a residual heteronuclear 1H-31P dipolar

coupling under MAS of;200 Hz. The sensitivity of the line

width during this temperature range suggests that motions on

the 5 ms timescale are occurring in SM during the phase

transition. This timescale is slower, but consistent, with an

increased rotational correlation time (;30 ms) of SM

compared to DMPC reported by Malcolm and co-workers

(34). These longer SM correlation times were attributed to

the existence of inter- and intramolecular hydrogen bonding

in SM.

CONCLUSIONS

The 31P MAS NMR for the model lipid membrane mixtures

SM, SM/Chol, DOPC, DOPC/Chol, SM/DOPC, and SM/

DOPC/Chol have been obtained. The 31P MAS NMR is

complementary to static 31P NMR measurements and al-

lowed the ability to resolve the SM and DOPC lipids within

raft-forming mixtures. The individual 31P CSA parameters

were measured for the SM and DOPC components that

comprise the lo and ld phases within these mixtures. The 31P

MAS line widths and T2 measurements detected subtle

differences in the headgroup dynamics for the different lipids

as a function of mixture composition and temperature. These
31P MAS NMR results show that cholesterol is not com-

pletely excluded from the DOPC ld domains during raft

formation. Similarly, the headgroup dynamics support a lo
state for SM below Tm in the ternary mixture. These results

also highlight cooperative lipid effects within these raft-

forming mixtures and demonstrate that 31P MAS NMR is a

powerful tool for probing raft formation in the more complex

ternary samples.

These 31P NMR results provide additional insight into the

current view of raft formation in lipid systems. Two main

arguments are typically presented when discussing the for-

mation of raft phases from a molecular point of view. The

first argument is that chain-packing effects (i.e., cholesterol

prefers to interact with saturated chain lipids over unsatu-

rated lipids) help drive lipid raft formation. Headgroup

interactions may also play an indirect role in chain packing.

The second molecular interaction forwarded for impacting

raft formation is the potential for hydrogen-bond formation

between the cholesterol OH moiety and the lipid backbone

and/or hydrogen bonding between lipid headgroups. In the

case of SM, the cholesterol/lipid interaction can occur at the

OH, NH, or carbonyl sites, and may involve bridging water

molecules between the sphingolipid and OH of cholesterol.

Currently, the chain-packing argument appears to be favored

when discussing the main driving force for phase separation

into coexisting liquid phases. These chain-packing effects

are most directly measured using 2H NMR, and as such will

be the molecular level interactions highlighted by such stud-

ies. However, headgroup and backbone interactions need to

be explicitly considered, especially in light of the impact of

DOPC on the SM headgroup dynamics shown in this study

along with recent results that indicate cholesterol prefers SM

over DPPC in model raft formers (22). SM and DPPC have

identical headgroups, similar saturated chain lengths, and a

comparable Tm, but have substantially different backbones.

These observations suggest that the sphingosine backbone

may influence the preference of cholesterol for sphingolipids

over glycerophospholipids. The 31P MAS NMR results

presented here show that there are subtle variations in the

headgroup dynamics of SM in raft-forming mixtures and

may provide some evidence for variability in inter- and

intramolecular hydrogen bonding motifs when cholesterol-

rich SM rafts are formed. It is clear that any future models

describing the formation of rafts in lipid mixtures must

include the impact on both acyl chain and headgroup dy-

namics, and that 31P MAS NMR provides an alternative

probe of these dynamics.
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